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ACACIA BLOCKS
GUIDE TO THE



MAGNETIC 
CONNECTION

Acacia Blocks are intuitively designed with 
magnetic connectors so that you can easily 
attach and detach individual blocks to 
create your own furniture piece. 

Simply attach the connectors onto the side 
holes of the Acacia Blocks to build your 
own configuration, without the need for 
drills or fasteners. 

MEET THE 
ACACIA BLOCKS

Acacia Blocks is a series of modular furniture exclusively designed in-house by 
M.INT. The blocks can be effortlessly connected and stacked using magnetic 
connectors – giving you fun and freedom to transform your spaces however you 
like, whenever you like. From storage displays to desk organisers and partitions, 
it’s all up to your creativity! 
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DIMENSIONS

Width: 40cm

Height: 35cm

Depth: 20cm

WEIGHT

Approx. 4kg/unit

Maximum load of 100kg/unit. The weight limit for 

mounted blocks depends on the structure and 

method of mounting.

MATERIALS

Acacia Block: Medium-density fibreboard

Magnetic connector: Low-powered magnets, silicone

Note: Each block comes with one magnetic connector

MAGNETIC 
CONNECTOR
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COLOURS

From neutral to playful tones, there’s an 
Acacia Block for every space.

Can’t decide on which colours to match your 
interior? Speak to our design consultants for 
a complimentary design service.

WHITE

JET BLACK

DARK GREY PASTEL BLUE

MUSTARD YELLOW RED
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MORE THAN 
JUST A BLOCK

Add more life to your Acacia Blocks! Get organised 
with shelf dividers and brighten up your displays with 
add-on lightings. 

AVAILABLE IN HALF AND T-SHAPE DESIGNS

Colour: Black

Material: Acrylic

Weight: Approx. 0.25kg/unit

The shelf dividers are a functional add-on to the 
Acacia Blocks. These dividers can be slotted 
perfectly into the Acacia Blocks, creating more 
spaces for your storage display.

SHELF DIVIDERS
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Get that inner glow! Enhance your 
display and accentuate your spaces with 
inner lights.

Brighten up your spaces with cove lights 
around the Acacia Blocks, so there’s 
never a dull corner. 

INNER LIGHTS

COVE LIGHTS

Add lights to your Acacia Blocks — without the 
commitment. This intelligent motion sensor light can 
be attached to any magnetic surface, which makes it a 
perfect match for the Acacia Block! Simply place it on 
the magnetic hole of the Acacia Block to function as a 
convenient night light or reading light. 

MAGNETIC SENSOR LIGHT

Dimensions: 8.5cm (Diameter) x 2cm (H)

Colour: Warm light

Power Input: Charge with USB cable (Included)
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Protect your treasured collectibles from dust 
by adding on removable clear acrylic covers 
on the Acacia Blocks.

CLEAR COVERS

BESPOKE 
DESIGNS

Acacia Blocks can be flexibly integrated with 
carpentry works to create bespoke designs. 
Be it a TV console, feature wall or partition, 
Acacia Blocks can fit in everywhere as your 
creative buddy! 

CARE INSTRUC TIONS

For daily cleaning, wipe with a soft dry cloth or duster.

To maintain the furniture condition, wipe the surface 

frequently with a damp cloth and lightly wipe clean 

with a dry cloth.
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From the living room to the office, 
the Acacia Blocks can meet all your 
creative and functional needs.

CREATE YOUR 
OWN SPACES



LIVING ROOM

Liven up your spaces and create a stunning 
feature wall with the Acacia Blocks as your 
stylish storage display.
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WORKSPACE

Get organised with the Acacia Blocks as 
your handy desk organiser and creative 
storage system.

CHILD’S PLAY

Turn your kids’ playroom into a bright realm of fantasy 
with the colourful Acacia Blocks. Perfect for toys 
storage, you can easily rearrange and add more 
blocks to suit your kids’ ever-growing toys collection.
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COOK & DINE

Organise your kitchen essentials with style and 
create an exquisite dining area that’s a feast for 
the eyes. From wine display to pantry organiser, 
the Acacia Blocks can spruce up every corner of 
your home.
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WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?
STAY UPDATED WITH USCONTACT US

@M.INTSG

@M.INTERIORSGHELLO@M-INTERIOR.CO

+65 9864 2364

SCAN TO SHOP 
OUR PRODUCTS

M-INTERIOR.CO



MORE THAN ESSENTIAL .


